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The meeting was organized by Mike Hopkins (~nT), Karlheinz Knapp (Wuppertal), and Erleh
Ossa (Wuppertal). 48 participants horn Europe, Japan and the USA attended. There were 20
lectures and three contributed talks about a wide variety of topics in homotopy theory, such as
stable hornotopy theory, equivariant homotopy theory, elliptic cohornologYr Hopf rings, localization,
and algebraic K·theory. Several talks presenting details and extensions cf unpublished work on
chromatic theory aroused particular interest. Some other talks focused on applying homotopy
theory 10 problems in geometry. .
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Mark Mahowald

Finitely presented spectra and Brown Comenetz duality

This talk represents joint work with Charles Rezk.

Brown and Comenetz introduced a notion of duality into stahle hornotopy. Hopkins and Gross
showed that this notion, in certain situations, is closely connected with Spanier~Whitehead duality.
In this talk I wish to explore this connection and investigate it in connection with the Adams
spectral sequence. In particular I will study a dass of spectra, called fp-spectra. These are
connective, p-complete spectra whose mod p cohomology is finitely presented over the Steenrod
algebra. This dass of spectra include BP{n), connective K -theories, and sorne spectra whose Ln
localization is the Ln localization of sorne finite spectra. An interesting example is a connective
cover of L2 SO at p> 3. e
Andrew Haker

Isogenies of elliptic curves and operations in elliptic cohomology

U k is a commutative ring, an oriented elliptic curoe (!,w) over k is aI-dimensional irreducible
abeJian variety E equipped with a non-vanishing invariant I-from w. A rule which assigns to each
equivalence dass of oriented elliptic curves (G, w) a section F(!, w) of 0 1 (!)@k is called a modular
lorm 01 weight k over k if it transforms under a morphism of abelian varieties VJ: EI --+ E2 under
which VJ·W2 = Äwl according to the rule

U k contains 1/6, then oriented elJiptic curves are classified by the graded ring of modular forms
Eil. = Z [1/6][Q, R, ß -I]. Elliptic homology and cohomology are defined using Landweber's
Exact Functor Theorem and an associated genus by

Eli.( ) = Eif.. ® AIU.(), Eil·() =Eil. ® MV·().
M~ M~

An isogeny CI': (EI, wd --+ (!2, W2) consists of a finite degree rnorphism of abelian varieties
VJ= GI --+ [2; on I-fonns it induces VJ·W2 = A:pWI for same A:p E k. H Ä:p = 1 then VJ is astriet
isogeny. An isogen)' VJ factors uniquely as

where the first arrow is a strict isogeny and the second is an isomorphism.
The category of oriented elliptic curves over C and their isogenies can be used to describe _

a large part of the stable operation algebra Eil-Eil, and the dual object Ell.Ell is a certain •
algebra of functions on this category.

Hecke operations are defined in elliptic (co)homology by symmetrizing over all isogenies of a
fixed degree n in the universal case. One application of these operations is to computing part of
the E2-term of the Adams spectral sequence for apheres in elliptic cohomology.

Using a theorem of Tate we define a certain cornpletion of the category of separable isogenies

between supersingular elliptic curves over Fp , Se;I;;g". A certain dass of functions on this
category can be identified with part of the, dual operation algebra of supersingular elliptic cohom
ology and this is used to identify the supersingular Adams E2-term, using a topological splitting

of Se;I;;gsa'
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Goro Nishida

Ring spectra maps from BZ/V to the Morava K{n)-spectrum

Let IK(n) be the spectrom of Mora'va K{n)-theory with 7T.IK(n) = IVF
p

" [t, t-1
] where IVFp " is the

ring of \Vitt vectors and deg t =2. Let K be the fraction field of IVFp '" For a finite extension L of
K let OL denote the ringofintegers in L. Let lKot. be the spectrum representing { ,IK}· ~Wr .. OL·
Let BZ/pr be the classifying space of Z/pr. Since BZ/pr is an H-space, the spectrum Bzip,+ is
a ring spectrum. Then the set of alI ring spectra maps

f : BZ/p,"+ --+ IK(n)OL

turns out to be a group under the cup product.

Theorem 1 There exists a finite ramified extension L 0/ K such that the group 0/ ring speetra
maps is isomorphie to (Z/pr)n.

~ '-.:~ .. '

In the Hopf algebra lK(n) (BZ/pr) 0w'pft OL, an element u co~esponds to a map of ring
spectra if and only if u is grouplike, i.e., ~u = u @ u. Using the self-duality of a bicommutative
finite dimensional Hopf algebra over an algebraicaUy closed field, we can reduce our problem to
determining the dual group structure

Homalg(K(n)o (BZ/pr) , OLl ,

but this is known by local class field theory.
As an application, we consider the rnod p reduction K(n) with K(n). = lFp " [t, t- J]. Then

K(n)O«BZ/p)m) is regarded as a representation of GLm(lFp ) over Fp '"

Theorem 2 As elements in the representation ring RFp .. (GLm(lFp », we have K{n)O«BZ/p)m) =
lFp " [A/n,m(lFp )], where the right hand side is the group ring ofthe additive group of(nxm)-matrices
with the natural GLm(Fp)';'action.

Dominique Arlettaz

Homotopical properties of the K-theory space of the ring of integers

(joint work with C. Ausoni, M. Mimura, K. Nakahata, N. Yagita)

The algebraic K-theory of a ring R ia the study of the hornotopy type of the infinite loop space
KR = BGL(R)+. The purpose of this talk is 10 investigate this space in the case of the ring
of integers R = Z. The recent calculation of the 2·torsion of the groups Ki (Z) by J. Rognes
and C. Weibel (based on Voevodsky'a work) implies the following relationship between KZ and
Bökstedt's space J K{Z,p) after 2-completion.

Theorem. Let p be any prime == 3 or 5 mod 8.
(a) There is a homotoPrI equivalence KZ; ~ JK(Z,p);.
(b) There is a commutative diagram

1 l/p 1
u; ~ (KFp ); ---+ BU;,

where rows are fibrations and where f p is induced by the reduction mod p.
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This enables us to deduce precise results on the homotopy type of KZ;. For inatance, we can
completely detennine the Hurewicz homomorphism Ki(Z) -+ Hi(GL(Z); Z) at the prime 2, for
all positive integers i, and eompute the 2-part (Pih of the order Pi of the Postnikov k·invariants
ki+l (KZ) E Hi+l(KZ[i - 1]; Ki(Z» (where KZ[i - 1] denotes the (i - 1)-st Postnikov section of
KZ): for all positive integers i,

- {2«i-;I)!h ifi =1 mod 4and i ~ 5,
if i =2 mod 8 and i ~ 10, or i =3 cr 7,

(Pi h = 16 if i =3 mod 8 and i ~ 11, or i = 15,
2(i + 1h if i =7 mod 8 and i 2: 23,
1 otherwise.

The following calculation of the mod 2 cohomology of the space KZ also follows from the above e
theorem.

Theorem. There is an isomorphism 0/ Hop/ algebrns and 0/ modules over the Steenrod algebra

H*(KZ;Z/2) S!! H·(BO;Z/2)® H·(SU;Z/2).

Therefore, H·(KZ; Z/2) ~ Z/2[wI, W2'."] ® A(U3, us,···), where deg(wi) = i and deg(u2k-t> =
2k - 1. For all k ~ 2, the exterior generators U2k-l are inductively defined as follows by using the
homomorphism f; :H·(KFp ; Z/2) --+ H*(KZ; Z/2) for any prime p =5 mod 8:

t-2

U2A:-l = f;(ek) + L WJU2A:-2i-1 ,

. i=l

where the ek's are the exterior generators (of degree 2k - 1) of H·(KJFp ;Z/2). Ir one wants to

study the space KZ at an odd prime I, one can again consider Bökstedt's space JK(Z,p)~ for
suitable prirnes p and prove the following statement.

Theorem. //1 is a Vandiver prime, then J K(Z,p)~ is a direct /actor 0/ KZ;.

This irnplies in particular that the I-part (Pi)' of the order of the Postnikov k·invariant ki+1(KZ)
satisfies (Pi)' 2: « ';1 )!), for all integers i =1 mod 4 (with i 2: 5).

Bob Oli"er

Fixed point free actioDS on Z-acyclic 2-complexes

The talk centered around"the following theorem, proven in joint work with Yoav Segev.

Theorem A finite group G has on essential oction on 0 2-dimensionol Z -OCllclic CW complex e
without fixed points i/ and only i/ Gisisomorphie to one 0/ the simple groups P8L2(2") /or .
k ~ 2, PSL2(q) for q =±3 (mod 8) and q ~ 5, or 8z(2") /or odd k ~ 3.

Here, a G·complex is called essential if there is DO normal subgroup 1 # N <J G with the
property that for each H ~ G, the inclusion X H N -+ X Hinduces an isomorphism on integral
homology. (Otherwise, X H is a G/ H -complex with "essentially" the same homologica1 properties.)
One can show that a 2·dimensional G-complex is essential if and" only if there is no 1 ~ N <I G
for which X N 1:- 0.

There is a classical example of an action of As =PSL,(4) on an acyclie 2-complex without
fixed points: the onJy such examp]e already known. It is easy to see that this is the srnaUest
dimension where such an action is possible, since any I-dimensional Z-acyclic complex is a tree.
In an earlier paper, Aschbac.her and Segev showed that the ooly finite simple groups which could
possibly have fixed point free actions on 2-dimensional Z-acyclic complexes are groups of Lie type
and Lie rank one, and the sporadie group J1 • \Vhat Segev and I did was to detennine which of
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these remaining groups da have such actions, and show that no non-simple groups have essential
actions.

Paul Goerss

Ropf rings, Dieudonne modules, and E. 0 25 3

Let E be a commutative ring spectrum and ER = n;)QE-nE. Then the cup product on E. gives
the graded collection of Hopf algebras H.~ = {H.En}nez the structure of a Hopf ring; that is,
a eommutative ring object in the category of colagebras over lFp . The study of such goes back to
~Iilgram and plays a role in the study of unstable cohomology operations for E·.

There is an equivalence of categories D. : 'HA -+ V due to Schoeller from graded bicommutath'e
Rapf algebras over Fp to the category of graded Diedonne modules. The functor D. turns the Hopf
ring H.~ into a graded E· Dieudonne algebra D.H.~. The functor on spectra X ..-+ DnH.fl;)QX
is part of a homology theory represented by a spectrum B(n), the BrownaGitler spectrum. The
spectra B(n) are stable retracts, by the Snaith splitting, of 0 25~ and one obtains a surjective
homomorphism of E. Dieudonne algebras

E.n25~ --. D.H.~

which is an ~omorphism in favorable cases, such as E Landweber exact and eoncentrated in
even degrees. Since BP.n2S~ has been calculated by Ravenel, one can recover the calculation of
D.H.~ in the Landweber exact case due to Hunton, Hopkins, Thrner, and others.

John Hunton

Applications of homotopy theory to quasicrystallography

joint work with Alan Forrest and Johannes Kellendonk

A pattern in Rd is taken to be a locally finite arrangement of compact subsets. We say- that it
is quasiperiodic if any finite portion of it (i.e., the pOart of the pattern visible in some spherical
window) repeats infinitely often under translation, with only bounded gaps between occurrences,
but the whole pattern has itself has no global translational symmetries. A weIl known example is
that of the Penrose tiling.

From a quasiperiodie pattern (q.p.p.) P we can construct a topological space - we take the set
of all translations of the pattern and metrise it essentially by saying that two patterns are "dose:'
if they almost agree on a "large~ ball about the origin; this ean be made rigorous in a variety of
equivalent ways. Done correctly this gives a precompact space which we complete to the space
M P associated to the q.p.p. P.

We consider in detail the q.p.p. 's which arise by the "strip and projection~ method. This
takes as data an irrationally sloped subspace R cl in a larger space RN, 0 < d < N, together with
a chosen neighbourhood K x Rd of the subspace. The projection of the integer lattice points
ZN n K x Rd lying within the strip onto Rd givs a q.p.p. of points on Rd.

\Ve can then ask about the topological invariants (cohomology, K atheory etc.) of the associated
space AlP. These can be shown 10 provide important geometrie information about the underlying
pattern. For example, work of Bellissard shows that its K -theory contains infonnation about the
spectrum of the Schrödinger operator on a "quasicrystal" fonned by atoms sitting on the points
of the original q.p.p. (such struetures seem 10 oeeur in nature). The rational cohomology of AlP
provides an invariant for discussing sel! similarity properties of the pattern.

We give techniques that interpret the topological invariants in terms of group homology and
this is used to show that for large ranges of initial date projection method patterns do not display
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self-similarity (arising from a substitution system). The same conclusion is also shown to hold for
generic projection patterns. The group homological descriptioD is sufficiently practical to allow
for complete computation of the homology groups for specific patterns and we illustrate this by
describing the computation for the Penrose tHing.

Takuji Kashiwabara

Homological algebra Cor coalgebraic modules and Morava K -theory of infinite loop
spaces

Given a generalized h9mology theory h and a spectrum E, what can we 5ay about h.(~)? There
have been many case by case computations, but very few systematic phenomenon iB known so far. a
Ravenel and \Vilson computed h.(!1E..) and showed that it has nice properties. For BP-module •
spectrum Al, using the knowledge of h.(l!E..) and the BP·-module structure of Al\ one can
construct a natural algebraic model h. U!E.)~he[BpeJh.[M·]that comes with a natural map to
h.(A/.). Now it is natural to ask when this map ia isomorphism. Hunton and Hopkins showed
that it is isomorPhism when AI is Landweber-exact (although the notion of ~ didn't exist at the
time). .

However, the theory of coalgebraic modules (module objects in the category of coalgebras)
de,·elopped by Hunton and Turner suggests that this could he proved using the derived funetor of
0. As a matter of fact we have the following:

Theorem 1 Let h = K(n}, HZ/p, arHQ, and AI a reasonable BP-module spectrum. /1
CTar~·[BP-](h.(1Le.), h.[Al·j) vanishes lor i > 0, then the natural map
h.(HE.)@h_[BP-Jh.[Af·j --+ h.{.M..) is isomorphism.

From this point of ,·iew, the result of Hunton and Hopkins is a cODsequence of the following:

Theorem 2 Let h = HZ/ p. /1 (P, VI , ••• V n , ... ) is a regular sequence on M, then
CTar~-[BP-](h.(llE.),h.[A/J} vanishes lor i > o.

Recently \Vilson and the author computed K(n).(BP < q >.), and showed that the map in
question is isomorphism for q ~ n - I. This, tagether with the above motivates the following
conjecture:

Conjecture 3 Let h =K (n). 11 (p, VI, ... vn - disregular on AI, then

vanishes lor i > o.
As a matter of fact, we have

Theorem 4 The conjecture holda iJ n = 1 or Al i.s ln-oomplete.

This result and a detailed analysis on the functor

CTort«l). [8 pe](K(1).(~),K (1). [MD

Cor i = 0,1 (as a matter of fact it vanishes if i > 1) lead 10 the determination of K(I).(M.)
when AI is not necessarily p-torsion free, notably one can recover the Hopkins-Ravenel-\Vilson '8

theorem for K (1 )-case.
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Sarah Whitehouse

Operads and Gamma Homology oe Commutative Rings

Joint 9w"Ork with Alan Robinson on gamma homology is described. This is the natural homolog)·
theory for Eoo-algebras. It specialises to give a new homology theol)· for discrete commutative
rings. The motivation for this theory is that the obstructions to an E::JO multiplicative structure on
a spectrum He (under mild hypotheses) in the r-cohomology of the corresponding dual Steenrod
algebra, just as the obstructions to an A::JO-structure lie in the Hochschild cohomology of that
algebra.

Cyclic operads and algebras over thern are introduced, in order to desttibe a 'realization: of
an algebra over a suitably cofibrant eyclie operad. For an EX)-operad and an algebra over it,
this realization is called the gamma cotangent eomplex of the algebra and its homolog)· is gamma
homology. There is also a cyclie version of realization, which gives rise to cyclic gamma homology.

A useful check on the constructions is given by caleulating the AX)- analogues; 'we~g~-t Hoch
schild and cyclie homology. A natural filtration of the cotangent complex gives a spectral sequence
for the gamma homology of a commutative algebr:a A with coefficients in an A-module.A/:

E~_J.q E!! Hq(Ep;Vp 0 A@P l&l AI) => Hfp+q_1 (Aj Al),

where Vp is the tree representation of the symmetrie group Ep • This is used to show that rationally
gamma homology agrees with Andre/Quillen homolog}·. In general the theories are different. Other
properties of the theory include Bat base change and transitivity theorems.

Finally, we discuss tWQ spectral sequences which relate to caleulating the gamma homolog)· of
the Eilenberg-~lacLanespectrum for F 2 over the sphere.

~lartin D. Crossley

Conjugation Invariants in the dual Steenrod Algebra

\Ve study the canonical conjugation or anti-automorphism, X, in the dual Steenrod algebra, A.,
with a view to calculating the subspace of invariant elements, A}. This problem arises in \Vhite
house:s "'·ork on Gamma homolog)·.

It is well-known that the dual Steenrod algebra is POlYIlOmial on generators ~lt ~2, {3, ... in
degrees 1,3, 7, . .. and that X is a multiplicative map defined using the product and coproduct in
A•.

It is trivial that A} is a subalgebra of A. and that in each degree its dimension is at least half
that of A•. Up to degree 42 it is minimal aubject .10 this constramt. In general, however:

Theorem 1 (dimAd-d/2:5 dim(X - I)(Ad) :5 (dimAct)/2 and hence

(dim Ad)/2 :5 dim(AX)d S dim Ad - (dim Ad-J)/2.

For example, in degree 42, where dirn Ad = 92, dirn Ad-J = 86, so the theorem says 46 S
dim(AX)d :5 49. In fact dim(AX)d = 47. So the bounds are not perlect, but they're not bad.

The lower bound on dim(AX)d comes from the above lemma. The upper bound hinges on the
following curious result.

Lemma 2 The monomials ending in 1, i.e. things of the foma {rl~;2 .. ·{:~11{~ have linearly
independent images under X-I.

To get from the lemma 10 the theorem one simply counts the monornials endin~ in 1.

7
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QuestioD 3 What's the first degree eontaining an invariant which involves !n?

Weil, it is at least 2'1 + ~, by:

Lemma 4 {'I is not a summand in any invariant, nor is ~I!n'

But the proof of this lemma falls for elen and in fact, for 3 ~ n ~ 7, we know that this is the
leading term of an invariant, e.g. for n = 3, (X - 1)({2{3) is divisible by {I and the quotient has
{l{n as its leading term. .

Conjecture 5 For each n ~ 3 there exists an invariant dn E A~"+l with {~{n os its leading term.

These elements are important because they are easily seen to be indecomposable, Le. necessary _
algebra generators of A~. ..

Assuming this conjeeture to be true, we make the following generating eonjecture:

Conjecture 6 AX is genemted as an algebm by :- {I, an = {nX{n Jor n ~ 2, bml ,... ,m..

(X - l)({ml ... {m,,) where 2 :5 ml < ... < m n, n ~ 2 and sequences (2, n) are excluded, and dn

/or n ~ 3, taking the place 0/ ~,n.

Again we know that these elements are all indecomposable so A~ is not polynomial - it has far
too many generators. So the following result came as a great surprise to us:

Theorem 7 A{{il]X = AX{{ä J
] = k{f2,f3,"'] where k = lF2{{t,{i l], f2 = {2X{2 and, /or n 2: 3,

f n = (X - 1)({2{n).

The proof reHes on classifying which monomials oeeur as leading tenns of invariants. One easy
result shows that all such monomials must have a eertain property (even {2 exponent) and then one·
obseryes that al1 monomials with this property do actually occur as leading terms of monomials
in the fn:S ",hieh are ,;sibly invariant and algebraically independent. One then proeeeds by a
transfinite induetion.
(Joint work with with Sarah \Vhltehouse)

Franklin P. Peterson

The Global Structure of the DicksOD Algebra

The follov,ing gives the global structure as an unstable A·algebra for the Dickson algebra on k
,-ariables. Let IVIe be the free u~stable A-module on one generator U of dimension 2(Ic-l) modulo
the left ideal generated by Sq2J (u) for j =0, ... ,k - 3. Then Die is isomorphie to U(WIc ) with'
one more relation, namely Sq2('-" Cu)· U = Sq2('-HSq2('-2l (u). e

To ealeulate Hom(DIc, -) in the eategory of unstable A..algebras is now an easy corollary. -
The main step in the proof is to find an A-submodule of Die which is isomorphie to Wie. This

is the eyelie A-module generated by the bottern Dickson invariant. An additive basis fo Wie is
given by the elements wen) = E x~1 .. : x~', where E ij = n and each ij is either 0 or apower
of 2. This symmetrie BUro is invariant under GL(k, Z/2) Ü and only Ü 21e - a (n)ln and it is those
elements which are in Wie. The proof is somewhat eomplicated.
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Tibor Beke

Loca1ly presentable categories and topos tbeory with applicatioDS to abstract homo
topy theory

Add the following hypotheses 10 Quillen's axioms for a (closed) model category: that the under
lying C&tegory be locally presentable, and that the full subcategoI'}° of its category of morphisms
with objects the weak equivaJences be accessibJe. This extra set-theoretic handle makes it possible
10 prove theorems on the existence and loca1ization of model categories more easily and more
functorialJJ!. An added advantage is that the theory of accessibJe Cunctors and categories applies
to sheaves of structures (ie. algebraic objects in a topos) equally \\--eU. (The current theory of
accessible categories is mainly due to ~Iaklcai, Adamek and Rosicky, hut it is rooted in work of
Grothendieck, Gabriel and Ulmer. conceived precisely for such purposes.)

Our main theorem gives a sufficient condition for a category and subcategory as abo,oe to be
part of a model category; a very similar result has recently been announced by J. Smith. Either
makes it possible to give a proof of the existence of f-loca1izations (in the sense of Dror-Farjoun
and Bousfield) in simplicial sets that generalizes almost verbatirn to the analogous cOftstruction
for simplicial objects in a topos; this is the technical ingredient needed for the "homotopy theory
of site with an interval"", due 10 Voevodsky and l\-Iorel. As another application, there exists a
model structure on sirnplicial a1gebraic objects in a topos, created by the forgetful functor into
simplicial "sheaves". (Here" a1gebraic" means the single-sorted, finitary equational theories of
universal algebra.) This generalizes the "sA" model structure developed by QuilIen, an~ answers
a question he left open at the end of ttHomotopical Algebra".

Carles Casacuberta

Implications of large-cardinal principles in homotopical 10calizatioD

A funetor E in the category of simplicial sets is called homotopy idempotent if it preserves
weak equivalences and comes equipped with a natural transfonnation Id -+ E inducing weak
equivalences EX ~ EEX (or all X. For any map f: A -+ B there is a homotopy idempo-
tent funetor LI' described by Bousfield and Farjoun, with the property that, for each X, the
rnap X -+ L,X is homotopy universal among maps X -+ Y where Y is fibrant and satisfies
f·: map(B, Y) ~ map(A, Y). Farjoun has asked ü every homotopy idempotent functor is weakly
equivalent 10 LI for same map I.

ln ajoint article with Dirk Scevenels and JeffSmith, we prove that the answer to this question is
aflinnative if Vopenka's Principle holds, yet it is impossible to prove that the ansl\-"er is affirmath'e
using the ordinary ZFC axioms of set theory (Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms with the axiom of choice).
Vopenka's Principle (VP) states that no locally presentable category contains a large discrete
subcategory, that is, given a proper dass A of objects in a locally presentable category, there is a
nonidentity arrow A -+ B for same A and Bin A. This statement cannot be proved using ZFC,
aince its truth implies the consistency of ZFC.

H VP holeIs, then every fuD subcategory S closed under filtered colimits in a locally presentable
category has a set X of presentable objects such that every object of S is a filtered colimit of
objects from X. From this fact we infer that the loca1 complement of any (possibly proper) dass
oi fibrant simplicial sets is the class of LI-equivalences for same map I. This has two irnportant
consequences:

Theorem 1 /1 VP holels, then for every homotopy idempotent functor E there is a map f such
that LI ~ E.

Theorem 2 1/ VP holds, then h· -localization ezists for every cohomology theo'll h·.
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It is not known if the statement of Theorem 2 can be proved without using VP. On the
other hand, we show that it ia impossible to prove the statement of Theorem 1 using ZFC, with
out VP. Indeed, assurning that measurable car<Jinals do not exist -this assumption is consistent
with ZFC- we exhibit a homotopy idempotent functor in the category of reduced simplicial sets
which is not equivalent to LI for any map /. To this aim, let A be the dass of groups Z"/Z<"
for all regular cardinals It, where Z" denotes the ahelian group of all functions It ~ Z, and Z<" is
the subgroup of functions whose support has cardinality lower than It. Let PA be the idempotent
functor in the category of groups which sends every group G onto its largest quotient admitting
no nontrivial homomorphisms from groups in A. Let EX =W(P,A 7t"t(X», where W denotes the
classifying space funetor. Then EX is homotopy idempotent, yet, if it is equivalent to LI for
sorne map J, then we infer that Hom(Z'" /Z<", Z) = 0 for some cardinal It. This implies that It is
measurable, eontradicting our assumption.

Stefan Schwede

Formal groups and stahle bomotopy of commutative rings

\Ve diseuss properties of a certain (A:x>-) ring speetrum DR t functorially associated to any com
mutative ring R. DR is characterized by the property that its modules have the same hornotopy
theory as spectra of commutative simplicial R-algebras.

\Ve present an explicit construction which associates to every I-dimensional commutative for
mal group law over R a map of ring spectra from HZ to D R. This way the homotopy classes of
ring spectrum maps HZ -+ DR can be identified with strict isomorphism classes of formal group
laws. \Ve also express the space of ring spectrum maps in terms of formal group data and the
homotopy units of DR.

Hal Sadofsky

The homotopy type of the K(n) localization of the Brown-Comenetz dual of LnSO

In joint work with Mike Hopkins we calculate En•• (ILnSO " X) aB a module over the Galois
extended stabilizer group. Here I is the Brown-Comenetz duality functor, X is finite type n, and
En ,_ is the homology theory based on Johnson-\Vi1son theory such that

En ,. = WFp 9t [[1.11,. .. ,un-t]][u,u-1j,lul = -2.

This calculation is motivated by Gross and Hopkins's result identifying the dualizing module
for Sn - E",. modules. 'Ve calculate that En.• (ILnSO A X) is En,.+n~(X) tensored with that
dualizing module. _

This formula has the corollary that LK(n)IL"SO E PiCn, and allows one to deduce the result .,
announced by Hopkins and Gross in the Bulletin of the AMS relating I L"X to a suspension of
LnDX in case X is finite type n and annihilated by p (DX is the Spanier-Whitehead dual of X).

Dur calculation uses standard results about the cohomology of profinite groups, together with
results of Hopkins and Miller that provide an action of the Morava stabilizer group on the spectrum
En , and results of Devinatz and Hopkins that provide a construction of homotopy fixed points
with respect to this action.
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Stefan Stolz

Positive scalar curvature metrics and the Baum-Connes Coqjecture

According to the Gromov-Lawson-Rosenberg Conjecture a smooth closed spin manifold AI of
dimension n ~ 5 with fundamental group 1T admits ametrie of positive scalar curvature if and
only if an index obstruction er(A!) E KOn (C·1T) in the K-theory of the real group C·-algebra C·1T
vanishes. This conjecture has been verified for groups 1T with periodic cohomology in joint work
with Botvinnik and Gilke)"; but last year the conjecture turned out to be too optimistic when
Schick produced a counterexample for ir = Z4 x Z/3 and n = 3. However, there is a "stable:'
version of the conjecture according to whieb the vanishing of o(J\f) should imply the existence of
a positive scalar cun~aturemetric on the product AI x B X ... x B of AI with enough copies of the
"Bott manifold=' B: whieb is an)" simply connected 8-dimensional spin manifold l\;th A(Af) = 1.

The stable conjecture can be refonnulated by saying that the kernel of the "assembly map:'
A: KOn(Bir) -7 KOn(C*1r) is equal to the subgroup KO-:;(B1T) consisting of elements of the
form I.{N], where N is a spin manifold admitting a positive scalar cun-ature metric, {N] is its
KO-fundamental class, and J is a map from N to Brr. Joint work with R05enberg led to a proof
of the stable conjecture for finite groups 1T; it is based on an "Artin~ induction argument ""hieb
shows that elements in the kerne! of the assembly map corne from elements in the K -~heory of
cyclic subgroups of 'Ir. .

For general groups, it is useful to factar the assembly rnap in the form

where E7r denotes the universa.l1T-space with finite isotropy groups, and K01r is a suitably defined
equivariant KO-hornology whieb for finite groups 'Ir agrees with the usual equivariant theory. The
Baurn-Connes Conjecture claims that ß is an isomarphism ror all groups. The author showed
that injectivity of ß (which has been been proved for quite a Cew groups~ unlike surjectivity) implies
the stable conjecture for iT. The proof again in\"oh"es reducing down to the cyc1ic subgroups 9f rr.

Katsumi Shirnornura

The Adams-Novikov differentials on the mod 2 Moore spectrum

In the same \Vay as the case p > 2~ we study the Adams-No\'iko\' differentials in the Adams
Noviko\' E2-term E;'(L2 AI2) for the homotopy groups ir.(L2AI2) of the mod 2 ~Ioore spectrum
A12 through the Bockstein spectral sequence Ei(L2 Al(I,4)) ~ Ei(L2A12)' Here BP.(Al(l,4)) =
BP./(2,vt). The Backstein EI-tenn Ei(L2A1(1,4)) is the direct surn ofmodules AI and N, where
AI is :'generated:'l b)' h 10 and hu , and N by (2. The Adams-Novikov differentials on AI can be
read off frorn Hopkins and Mahowald's calculation of 1r.(E02 ). In order to consider differentials
on N, we consider a spectrum XJ 5.uch that BP.(XJ) = (BP./(2,v[»){tl]/(t~+1). Note that
X~ = A/(l,4). Then 'we know the E:o-term E~(L2Xr), in fact, E~(L2Xr) = E;(L2Xj)l
which irnplies immediately that E;'(L2X)5) = E;(L2XJ5) for i :5 4. By the cofibrations XJ ~
XJs ~ ~t6XJ and Xj ~ XJ ~ E8 Xj, we obtain E~(L2X;) {or i =3,7 and j :5 4. In particular,

Theorem. The EX)-term /or 1f'. (L2X:) is the tensor product 0/ A(h30, 1'2) and a K(2).~module

(2K(2).[h20Jl(~O) mK(2).[h20J/(h;62)

/or some integer r ~ 9.
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Christian Nassau

An improved algorithm for the computation of a minimal resolution of the mod 2
Steenrod algebra A .

So far minimal resolutions of A have only been computed with the straightforward 'brute force:
method which does not take any nontrivial structural results about A into account. In this talk I
describe how same easy vanishing lines for ExtB(F2) - where B C A = is a finite sub Hopfalgebra
of A - can be used to speed up the computation considerably.

Nobuaki Yagita

Highly homotopy non-commutativity of Lie groups

Lie groups are highly non-commutative. This fact folIows, for example, from the structure of Lie
algebras. Even when we consider in the homotopy category, highly noncommutativities also holds.
However the Pontrjagin ring structures of the mod p ordinary homology are not sufficiently highi)"
noncomrnutative. For example the Pontrjagin ring of H. (G; Z /2) for the exceptional Lie group
G =G2 or F4 , is commutative. The Pontrjagin ring of ordinary mod p cohomology of each finite
Lie group is nilpotent, because it is finite dimensional.

V. Raa first notieed that the ~lora,"a K-theory K(n).( -} is a powerful theory to show this
homotopy non-commutativity. He showed that for an adequate n, K(n).(SO(2m + 1» is as non
trivial as possible. I\-foreover, he proved that if a Lie group G has p-torsion in homology, then
for some n, K(n).(G) is not nilpotent. In this paper we study the Pontrjagin product structure
of K(n).(G) for smallest n such that K(n).(G) e!! K(n). ~ H.(G; Z/p). Note that if n is large
enough, then the product"is induced from that of H.(G; Z/p}. Of course K(n).(G)/(un = 1)
is addith-ely isomorphie to H.(G; Z/p}. However its Pontrjagin ring structure is quite different;
indeed, the Pontrjagin ring K(2).(G2)/(U2 = 1) is not nilpotent but H.(G2i Z/2) is commutative.

The Pontrjagin product of K(4).(Es) for p = 2 has a ver)" interesting structure, namely the
Pontrjagin ring is generated by one odd degree element and six even degree elements so that odd
degree primitive elements are expressed as vertices of a cube and the adjoint actions of even degree
generators are expressed as oriented edges on the cube.

\Vojciech Chach61ski

An A-complication and an A-Blanc-Stover resolution

Let .4 be a finite cornplex.. For an A-ce1lular space X we define its A-cornplication l(X) by
induction. \Ve say that I(X) =0 if X is a retract of VEiA. \Ve say that l(X} :5 n if X is a retract
of a pointed homotopy collmit hocolimjF, where F : I -+ Top. is a pointed diagram such that,
for all i, F(i) :::; (n - 1). Thus spaces of A-complication 1 are th05e A-cellular spaces that can be
built using only primary infonnation about A, i.e., only maps between wedges of suspensions of
A.
Example 1. Let A =sn_Stover proved that, for any sn-cellular space X, I(X) :5 1.

Example 2. Let A =AI(Z/p,n}. Tben lim r -+X>I(AI(Z/p",n + 1») =00.

Example 3. Let A = V,.>o M(zr /p, n). For any A-cellular space X, I(X) :::; 1.

Proposition. Let A be a finite, p-torsion complex. Assume that A ~ EB_ I/ there exists N, such
that, /or an A-cellular spare X, l(X) < N, then the Bousfield dass 0/ A is equivalent to that 0/ a
Z/p-Moore space.

In vie".. of the above Proposition and Example 3, the way to obtain spaces of arbitrary A
complication is either to playa:' game:J with torsion or higher type.

12
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The main theorem is as follows:

Theorem. Let B be finite, and

d == (dimension 0/ top cell in B) - (dimension 0/ bottom cell in B.)

Let A = I;dB. For any A -cellular space X, there is a natural map X'. -+ X such that:

• I(X')::; 1,

• // F =Fib(X' -+ X), then map.(A,F) is a d-PolyGEM.

(Joint work \\;th \V.G.Dwyer, ~'I.Intermont)

John Greenlees

Equivariant bordism and equivariant formal groups

This is a report on joint work with 1\1. eole and I. Kriz.
Let A be a finite abelian group. One may consider tom Dieck's equivariant homotopical bordism,
AfUÄ, and more generally, equh-ariant complex oriented cohomology theories. ':~.;.

The idea of an equivariant formal group law is to model EÄ (CP(U» where CP(U) iS.a clas
sifying space for equivariant line bundles. Thus (i) CP(U) is a group object in the homotopy
category (ii) the components of the fixed point set cp(U)A has components corresponding to the
dual group A· and (üi) we need an orientation.

Definition An A-equivariant formal group law (A/gl) is a topological k-algebra R such th~t

(i) R is a Hop/ k-algebro

(ii) there is a map 8 : R --+ k A• 0/ Hop/ algebras, and the topology 0/ R is defined bythe kernel
0/8 and it 18 complete Jor the topology and

füi) there is a regular element Y(f) in R which generates the kernel 01 R -+ kA • -+ k fprojection
anto the f 'th lactar}.

The examples at and away from the Euler dass ideal were discussed, as were multiplicative Afgl's
and the representing rings identified. In fact one may find an additive basis of R, and henee deduce
there is a representing ring LA for MgI's.

As for AfUA" one may show (i) that AlU is topologically universal in the sense that if E is
complex oriented there is an equivariant ring map AlU -+ E and (H) the map LA -+ AIUÄ is
surjecth-e and the kernel is dh'isible, torsion and nilpotent in suitable senses. This shows (iii) that
AfUÄ represents Mgl's over any Noetherian ring. It is conjectured that the map is injective. The
strategy of praof was described.

Ethan Devinatz

On the non-existence of the Toda V (n) 's

This is areport on work of Lee Nave of the University of \Vashington. RecaU that a p-Iocal
finite spectrum is said to be a Toda V(n) if its Brown-Peterson homology is isomorphie to
BP.!(P,1Jl, ... ,un ) as a BP.BP-comodule. Nave proves that, for any prime p ~ 7, the spec
trum V(~) does not exist. (One can of course do better for p < 7.) The proof makes use of the
Hopkins-Miller spectrom E:~l' where G 9! Z/(P) )tJ Z/(p - 1)2 is a maximal finite subgroup of the
Ivlorava stabilizer group Sn' The main step is to prove that if V (r - 1) exists, r = ~, then the
element v~ in HO(G, Ep - t • Ver - I» does not sun;ve to 1r.(E;9t " Ver - 1». This is achieved by
proving that if it does survive, it must be in the image of 1r.(E:~1 A V(2» --+ 1r.(E;~1 "V(r -1».
However, one can prove that v~ is not in the image of HO(G, Ep - t • V(2» -+ HO(G, Ep - t • V(r-I»,
a contradiction.
Berichterstatter: Bjöm Schuster
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